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About This Game

Breezeblox is an addictive puzzle game where the objective is to reach the end cube without moving off the platform. Special
cubes throughout the puzzles will trigger different actions on the platform to aid you with progressing. With 150 challenging

puzzles to complete, your brain will be plenty busy.
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Really really like this game! Very fun to play and enjoy the different modes. Also the few custom features for the car is a nice
touch!

It is well worth the money and can't wait for the next few updates!!

Well played dev*. The only thing that I dislike about this game is the saving process is a bit iffy and it crashes a lot, but that's
just because it's on early access.. I love this game. At first sight it looks simple, a "classic management game" , but it's not. Even
when you manage to build a decent base it's hard to see when the crisis comes. Mistake often equals extinction. And, for those
who will read my post , keep in mind that i'm saying this while I only survived the first planet for now... the easiest one...and
there are 4 planets to conquer. If you like space colonisation and if you are looking for difficulty , this game is definitely for
you.. A nice train to drive. Surprised this doesn't have more reviews, fun lil platformer. Looks really good. Finally a decent
Uniform available for purchase for maverick. The Halcyon Flux skin looks neat,though could've made it look a bit better.
Maverick looks like a sailor now xD. I could not play this game. Bad controls, bad mechanics, bad description.

- Jump button is slow to respond.
- Full speed movement. Stupid fast full speed movement. ALL the time.
- Bubble physics: touching the side of a spike pops the character... when you move insanely fast and jump doesn't work.
- Says "Full Controller Support" when the controller only works after using the mouse to get through the menu and I have no
idea how to get back out of a level or the game with the controller without quitting from the Big Picture Overlay menu.

If this is intended as a speed running game, the controls definitely need fixed. If not, the controls still need fixed, but also the
player movement needs some control.

And for the love of gaming, it's a platformer, finish the controller support.
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Dear Mr. Developer,

Your game sucks.. Is it possible to give a bad review for free content?

this is awesome!!!! I will even buy the dlc to fill everything out. The first Time I have paid for dlc really. Keep up the great
work CA. If you are looking for the real deal, this one is it! Grew up in a pilot savvy family and have been flying Cessna\u2019s
since childhood. With that said we don\u2019t need to brag about hours in the cockpit, but instead should discuss how many
hours that we will be spending enjoying this wonderfully accurate recreation of the 152. Just like the real 150\u2019s and
152\u2019s this DLC doesn\u2019t have an autopilot. If you want to stare at the views for hours while flying with the aid of
autopilot, then go with the 172. If you want a realistic experience which requires accurate true to life piloting skills to master,
this is the perfect Cessna for you! All original cockpit with old school radios and gauges creates the exact environment in which
one is required to master before getting their actual pilots license. I enjoy using maps and writing down coordinates the original
way, setting the gauges, and watching for gyro drift while still making it accurately to destinations without the aid of GPS. Only
us old school pilots love these aspects to flying, and can be accurately practiced with this quality DLC. Pilot tested, and brother
approved!. Best thing i seen happen in VR in log time! This changes the game. Hope for more to come.. This is a great game
and I had a lot of fun playing it however be warned this game is very difficult so if your looking for something you can do in a
few hours this isn't it. Overall, it's a great experience and I recommend it.. Ugly TWD garbage. Should've done their own
franchises.
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